
Edward Abbey, Desert Solitaire : A Season in the Wilderness (1968)

Author's Introduction, ix
(all a series of extremes, dialectic)
journals and digressions, x
being wrong, xi
facts and surfaces, xi
agency and field, xi
guide and elegy, xiii **

The First Morning, 1
places, 1
trailer, 3-4 (tense)
arches, greed, 5-6
bedrock, the paradox—why? 6

Solitaire, 9
exposures as order, 11
silence, time, alone, 13
fire, smoke, HT, 14
generator—isolation, 15

The Serpents of Paradise, 17
April mornings, canyon wrens (get sound), 18
dealing with snakes; pit gopher against rattler, 20-21
two gopher snakes in ritual dance, 23
how we instinctively anthropomorphize, 24

Cliffrose and Bayonets, 25
raising two flags, for both sides, 26
inventory of plants, especially cliffrose, 27
Spanish bayonet: strong defense, but pollinated, 28-29
the sparse, scarce beauty of desert life, datura, 29 **
note how this tour is all present tense, 30
a rock garden, spare and unprofitable, 35
at Double Arch, we need more predators, 35
killing rabbit with stone; why is it wicked? 38
Turnbow Cabin, Delicate Arch, turn toward summer, 39-42

Polemic: Industrial Tourism and the National Parks, 45
his government week, 45-46
working bars, 47
romantic dreams, 48
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survey crew, 50
visitation  industrial tourism, 53
Park Service tyranny: access, $$, 56
people in autos, 58
no more cars, 60; no more roads, 62
pulling the stakes, 67

Rocks, 69
names of rocks (read), 69
desert jewelry, 71
prospectors, 72
Husk story, 76-
murder, vision, living earth, **
bargain, 92

Cowboys and Indians, 93
June: afraid to die in the desert? not me, 94
ashamed of being called Mexican, 98
old men and their fears of death, vs philosophy, 102
their lives of simple brutality, working cattle, 106

Cowboys and Indians: Part II, 109
lonely hours, moving outside under a ramada, 110
ode to the refrigerator, good technology, 110
great horned owl ends his loneliness, 112
evening star time, quotes Blake poem, 113
Indian pictures left behind, 115
Navahos breed well, but sunk in poverty, 118
Industrialism wastes their special character, 122
their way of life will disappear, 124
same for cowboys; the originals all disappear, 125
Now at the midpoint of my season on desert, 127

Water, 129
extremity of dryness, absence, 130-31
thirst as joy when quenced, 132
water benign but also poisonous, 133
death and transfiguration, 135 **
storm deluge and flood, 137
quicksand, 139
singing frogs, 143
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The Heat of Noon: Rock and Tree and Cloud, 147
a need for wilderness, 148
liberty versus technology, 149
dictating to America, 150-51 **
waiting—a vision of truth, 155

The Moon-Eyed Horse, 157
not a wild but an independent horse, 158
strange behavior of a loner horse, 162
finding him w/in juniper, great description,165 **
preaches him a sermon, but he won't come,170-71

Down the River, 173
dams, a doomed voyage (Glen Canyon), 174
drifting into emptiness, 180
no women a blessing, 183
the river and purpose, 184, destiny, 185 **
a waking dream, into Eden, Paradise, 187
the longing for wilderness, lost America, 189-92 **
climbing up, canyon hikes, to the gods, 200
cliff dwellings (earthy mystic), 202
going back as Explainers, 204-05
alone with the bridge of stone, 216-17

Havasu, 221
living alone in a canyon, sleeping by waterfall, 223
I did nothing, enjoyably, 225
traversing pools, stuck at 80 foot drop, 227
pushed to extremes of fatigue, emotion, 229-31 **

The Dead Man at Grandview Point, 233
manhunt (coyotes), 236
why so brutal?
corpse and carrying out, 241
admitting death, 242
and the world, 244

Tukuhnikivats, the Island in the Desert, 245
say the words
an island king, 249
a scramble, why climb? 254
map names a litany, 255 **
bird song, as music, 259
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Episodes and Visions, 261
Labor Day, end of season, what says to tourists, 262
a dialogue of dialectics, 262-63
really, they are good people, exiled persons, 264 **
thoughts on Mormons, 265-68
the desert says nothing, lies open to exploration, 270-71
not well known; civilization good, culture is evil, 274-78
Parks are a nightmare born of culture, 278

Terra Incognita: Into the Maze, 281
To the Maze (true patriot), 287
naming to knowing, 288
rappel descent, 290
unknown, 293

Bedrock and Paradox, 297
leaving canyon for Hoboken, 298
stillness and deepness, 300
a last fire, 301
ending in questions, 303
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